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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1.1 POSITION OF THE DELIVERABLE IN THE WHOLE PROJECT 

This deliverable is the final report of the three innovative, energy-efficient methods and energy harvesting 

techniques that were tested under Task 4.2 (titled “Testing alternative energy efficiency methods and 

models”). The deliverable summarizes the research for new and innovative ways for improving the energy 

efficiency of computer systems, with a focus on the use cases that were depicted in Task 4.1, “Research 

energy efficiency requirements.“ As this task is research oriented, the goal is to gain insights in energy 

efficiency and show promising results by testing. 

By researching existing methods and models and, expectedly, innovate and introduce new methods for 

achieving better energy efficiency, the project will contribute to a better, more refined way of measuring, 

proving and monitoring the energy efficiency of the accomplishments of the OPERA project. 

1.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE DELIVERABLE 

As chosen by the OPERA partners, Task 4.2 will test and demonstrate three energy-efficient methods and 

techniques: 

1. Method #1: hashed paged tables. 

2. Method #2: hashed paged tables in virtualized setups. 

3. Method #3: photovoltaic technology for harvesting energy. 

To avoid repetition from the intermediate Deliverable 4.5 (which was released on M18) [2], we will only 

report the second and third methods. 

The second method aims at improving the virtual memory performance for virtualized workloads, that is, 

workloads that are hosted inside virtual machines. The OPERA workloads related to the traffic monitoring 

and the truck use cases are memory intensive, so a suboptimal virtual memory design may degrade their 

performance (runtime and energy consumption) considerably. Furthermore, their performance may 

degrade even further since the traffic monitoring software may run in a virtualized setup (a.k.a. cloud 

setup). To face these challenges, we extend our hashed page tables design from the intermediate 

deliverable [2] to virtualized setups. Besides describing our innovative virtual memory design in detail, we 

will also address the comments from the second review and explain why the Technion has decided to 

focus on improving the efficiency of the virtual memory subsystem and not on other hardware 

subsystems. 

The third technique that we present shows the other side of the efficiency spectrum as it deals with energy 

harvesting rather than energy saving. The adoption of an energy harvesting module is important for the 

traffic monitoring use case since the autonomous wireless system is designed for places where there is 

no access to the electrical grid. ISMB lead the development of the energy harvesting HW module and 

presented a working prototype, whose integration into a full prototype is described further in WP7. ISMB 

studied the feasibility of the energy harvesting system with the purpose of identifying the most 

appropriate solution among the existing technologies. The study addressed the sizing of the solar panel 

and the battery based on: 

- the analysis of the available solar radiation, 

- empirical data on the energy use of the ultra low power in various operating conditions, and 

- statistical data about number of detection and transmission. 

Based on this data, the selection of commercial components has been performed to provide autonomous 

energy proof in the installation site. TESEO and ISMB defined the technical requirement for the items to 

be integrated. TESEO identified and acquired the commercial items and made the integration and 

installation of the selected items. 
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1.3 FINAL RESULTS OF THE POWER ANALYSIS 

• Our newly proposed hashed page table design reduces benchmark runtimes by 6%--32% as 

compared to the radix page table design of existing x86-64 hardware. Our new virtual memory 

design is thus 6%--32% more energy efficient, because runtime and energy are well-correlated 

as shown in Deliverable 4.3 (to be submitted in M34, like this deliverable). 

• The energy harvesting system has been tested in the field to check its proper functionality. The 

voltage generated by the solar panel has been measured (20V peak) and found to be 

correspondent to the datasheet. This preliminary verification allowed the tests performed on 

the overall system (i.e., in function with Orlando camera board and wireless radio). The current 

power consumption allows for five days of autonomy. 

These results will be further elaborated in the next sections. The runtime and energy models that were 

used to derive these results are described in detail in Deliverable 4.3. 
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2 HASHED PAGE TABLES IN VIRTUALIZED SETUPS 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Deliverable 4.5 (intermediate report on tested innovative models, methods and algorithms) described a 

new virtual memory design that pertains to bare-metal (non-virtual) setups only [2]. We showed that Our 

proposed hashed page table reduces benchmark runtimes by 1%--27% compared to the 4-level radix page 

table baseline with page walk caches (PWCs) as implemented in current x86-64 hardware. In this 

deliverable we also consider virtualized setups, because they substantially increase the page walk length 

and amplify the overhead caused by TLB misses. Hardware-assisted virtualization utilizes two layers of 

page tables, one for the host system and one for the guest virtual machine. The translation process of 

simultaneously walking these page tables is done in a “two-dimensional” (2D) manner, requiring 24 

instead of 4 memory references [3,4,5]. Such 2D page walks make up 5%--90% of the total runtime when 

TLB miss rates are high, prompting hardware vendors to extend PWC support to virtualized setups [6,7]. 

Previous work showed a 15%--38% improvement in guest performance by extending the PWCs to store 

entries from both the guest and the host page tables [8].  

Our main contribution in this deliverable is the design, optimization, and experimental evaluation of a 2D 

hashed page table hierarchy suitable for virtualized setups. Our insight is that the number of memory 

accesses required to satisfy one TLB miss when using a �-dimensional page table is 2� � 1 for hashed 

page tables and 5� � 1 for (4-level) radix page tables, making hashed page tables exponentially more 

efficient. Thus, for a 2D paging system suitable for current virtualized setups (� � 2), our hashed page 

table allows for walks consisting of only 3 (rather than 24) memory references, assuming no hash 

collisions1.  

Interestingly, to achieve optimal performance, we find that the hashed page tables of the host and guest 

should be configured to impose different locality granularities on the page table entries (PTEs) that they 

house. The host should group PTEs of virtually-adjacent pages at the granularity of cache lines, whereas 

the guest should group such PTEs at the granularity of pages. With such granularities, a host PTE that 

maps (part of) the guest's hashed page table can be utilized to access a page-worth of guest PTEs 

associated with virtually-adjacent guest pages. This design is thus compatible with the locality of reference 

often observed in real workloads. We highlight this important difference between bare-metal and 

virtualized implementation of hashed page tables to address the first comment raised by the reviewers in 

the second EU review of the OPERA project [1]: 

Our newly proposed 2D hashed page table design reduces benchmark runtimes by 6%--32% as compared 

to the 2D radix page table design of existing x86-64 hardware (which employs PWCs that support 2D table 

walks).  

Finally, our last contribution in this virtual memory research is a qualitative assessment of the scalability 

of the two competing page table designs. Radix page tables rely on PWCs, whose size is physically limited-

--equivalently to other level-one caches whose speed must be on par with that of the processor (L1, TLB-

L1). As emerging workloads access larger memory regions with lower locality, their radix page tables grow 

larger and harder to cache. We demonstrate the performance consequences of the PWC size limit by 

simulating unrealistically perfect PWCs (infinite, always hit) and showing that the resulting performance 

                                                        

1 The rate of hash collisions is dictated by the hashed page table size and is thus controlled by the operating system. In Deliverable 4.5, we 

achieved a neglibigle collision rate, and so the assumption of zero hash collisions approximates the reality quite well [2]. 

 “[the] two energy-efficiency methods related to hashed page tables… are two flavors of the same 

aspect.” 
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improvement can approach 19% and 35% in bare-metal and virtualized setups, for some workloads. 

Hashed page tables, in contrast, are insensitive to the application's memory footprint or access pattern, 

approaching their optimal performance whenever their load factor is low enough to curb hash collisions. 

They are also practical and viable, whereas optimal, unlimited-size PWCs are not. Although hashed page 

tables are not without their drawbacks---these will be enumerated and discussed---we nonetheless 

conclude that the hashed page table design is more scalable than the radix page table design. 

2.2 MOTIVATION 

The virtual memory performance is known to be a crucial factor in the performance of memory intensive 

applications. We now corroborate this claim to address the second comment raised by the reviewers in 

the second EU review of the OPERA project, which was held in 20/07/2017 in Brussels [1]: 

We justify our focus on the virtual memory subsystem and not on other micro-architectural subsystems 

by looking at the sizing of some important micro-architectural structures in Intel x86 processors (Table 1). 

We can see that the TLB of Ivy Bridge contained roughly 500 entries, which were then doubled in the 

following generation (Haswell), and then tripled in the next generation (Broadwell). At the same time, the 

L1 and L2 data caches remained unchanged. Additionally, the SkyLake micro-architecture implements a 

second hardware page walker that can simultaneously handle TLB misses. We claim that these Intel CPU 

trends prove that Intel also identified the virtual memory subsystem as the bottleneck. 

 

Generation TLB entries page walkers L1 cache L2 cache 

Ivy Bridge (2012) 512 1 

64 KB 256 KB 
Haswell (2013) 1024 1 

Broadwell (2014) 1536 1 

SkyLake (2015) 1536 2 

Table 1: Micro-architectural parameters of recent Intel processor generations. 

Other researchers also studied and proposed new virtual memory designs that mitigate the overheads of 

modern memory-intensive applications, as we show in Section 2.5. We believe this is another strong 

evidence that address translation is a major bottleneck in the performance of current servers. 

2.2.1 Two-Dimensional Address Translation 

Machine virtualization technology allows multiple guest OSes to run on the same physical host system 

encapsulated within virtual machines (VMs). Guests do not control the physical host resources, and what 

they consider to be physical memory addresses are in fact guest physical addresses. The host creates this 

abstraction by introducing another dimension of address translation, called the nested dimension. In the 

past, this abstraction was created using ``shadow page tables,'' a software-only technique that involves 

write-protecting the memory pages that the guest is using as page tables [9]. Each update of these pages 

triggers an exit to the host, which is thus made aware of the guest's view of its memory. The host in fact 

maintains another set of pages---the shadow pages---that serve as the real page table hierarchy of the 

guest.  

 “The final version of the document should… clearly explain why it is not necessary to research other 

architectural aspects”. 
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Shadow page tables are difficult to implement and induce substantial overheads caused by the repeated 

guest-host switches upon modifications of write-protected pages [10,11]. These drawbacks motivated 

chip vendors to provide hardware constructs that directly support the host in its efforts to efficiently 

maintain the illusion that guest OSes control the physical memory. Both AMD and Intel have implemented 

nested paging [12,13], which supports two levels of address translation. The guest maintains a set of page 

tables that map between guest virtual addresses (GVAs) to guest physical addresses (GPAs). The host 

maintains a different set of page tables that map GPAs to host physical addresses (HPAs). The hardware 

is responsible for seamlessly ``concatenating'' the two layers of translation, by performing a two-

dimensional page walk (as opposed to the one-dimensional page walk in bare-metal setups). Nested 

paging lets the guest manage its own page tables and eliminates the need for host intervention. The 

downside is that nested paging squares the number of memory references required to obtain a 

translation.  

Figure 1 outlines a 2D page walk in the x86-64 architecture. The MMU references the memory hierarchy 

24 times in the order given by the numbered shapes. The squares (numbered 5, 10, 15, and 20) denote 

the guest PTEs, and the circles (numbered 1--4, 6--9, 11--14, 16--19, and 21--24) denote the host PTEs. 

The four references to guest PTEs are analogous to the four references in the 1D page walk. Bare-metal 

page walks access PTEs by their physical addresses, whereas guests access PTEs by their GPAs. Each of 

these four GPAs is translated with a nested page walk to produce the HPA of the corresponding PTE. The 

guest page walk outcome is a fifth GPA that points to the requested data page. It requires an additional 

nested page walk before the page walk process is complete (numbered 21--24). Note that 2D page walks 

make use of two separate CR3 registers for the guest and the nested dimensions. The guest CR3 register 

and the virtual page number combine to start the guest page table walk. The nested CR3 register is used 

five times to initialize each of the five nested page table walks.  

 

 

Figure 1: 2D radix page table walk. 

2.2.2 Caching Two-Dimensional Page Walks 

As stated earlier, 2D radix page tables lengthen the page walk to 24 memory references. Thus, extending 

MMU caches to speed up 2D page walks is crucial. AMD's page walk caches are physically tagged, so they 

can be extended to hold guest and host PTEs in the same cache according to their host physical addresses. 
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Indeed, AMD researchers showed that caching PTEs from the guest and host dimension in the PWC brings 

a 15%--38% improvement in guest performance [8].  

Our performance measurements on an Intel platform indicate that Intel's microarchitectures also 

implement hardware that accelerates 2D page walks. Alas, the exact implementation details of that 

hardware are not disclosed by Intel. We therefore offer a new, readily-implementable extension of Intel's 

PSCs, which boosts 2D page walks. Because Intel's paging structure caches tag PTEs with their guest virtual 

addresses, they can only keep guest PTEs. We propose to add another, separate PSC that stores host PTEs 

tagged by their host virtual addresses. Figure 2 depicts a 2D page walk process in a processor that utilizes 

two PSCs for the guest and host. The two PSCs operate in the guest and host dimensions independently 

and decrease the overall page walk latency. In the best-case scenario, depicted in Figure 3, we hit both 

PSCs, and the 2D page walk shortens to only three memory references. Since our proposed design is a 

straightforward generalization of Intel's microarchitecture, we will further assume it is the nominal Intel 

design.  

Previous works [14,15] explored the different types of MMU caches and showed that they achieve similar 

performance gains. Our simulation results corroborate this finding; thus we examine only PSCs in our 

experiments and assume the same analysis can be applied to other kinds of MMU caches. For simplicity, 

we will use the terms ``MMU caches,'' ``page walk caches,'' and ``paging structure caches'' 

interchangeably. 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Page walk caches for 2D radix page walks. 
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Figure 3: Optimal page walk caches. 

 

2.3 TWO-DIMENSIONAL HASHED PAGE TABLES 

Hashed page tables reduce the page walk cost in bare-metal setups, so they may be able to shorten 2D 

page walks in virtualized setups as well. We now design and optimize 2D hashed page tables, which 

implement the guest and the host page tables with hashed schemes. Figure 4Figure 4 outlines a 2D hashed 

page walk, which references the memory hierarchy three times per TLB miss, assuming no hash collisions. 

The 36-bit virtual page number hashes to a slot in the guest page table. This index combines with the 

guest CR3 register to generate the GPA of the guest PTE. We perform a nested page walk (step 1 in the 

figure) to translate the GPA to a HPA. Only then can we access the guest PTE (step 2 in the figure) and 

discover the GPA of the data page. We finish the page walk process with a second nested page walk (step 

3 in the figure), which finds the HPA of the data page. The nested CR3 register is used two times during 

the page walk to initialize each of the two nested page table walks. 

 

 

Figure 4: 2D hashed page table walk. 

A 2D hashed page table is no more than two separate 1D hashed page tables for the guest and the host. 

We applied the three optimizations that we proposed in our previous report D4.5 [2] for 1D hashed paging 
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to both the guest and the host page tables. We initially believed that these two page tables should be 

tuned the same, i.e., adopting the open addressing scheme, clustering and compacting eight PTEs in a 

cache line, and thereby reducing the load factor to 1 8	 . To validate our belief, we scanned the design 

space of 2D hashed page tables. Surprisingly, we discovered that the guest and host page tables should 

be configured differently to realize the full potential of 2D hashed page tables.  

Our analysis helped us to spot a subtle difference between the guest and the host page tables: the former 

maps the application pages, whereas the latter also maps the pages assigned to the guest page table. The 

host page table is able to leverage the locality of reference to the guest page table in the same way it 

benefits from locality in the application data. When the guest page table is scattered over many pages (in 

the host address space), the host page table keeps that many translations to map these pages. To 

minimize the number of required host translations, we should attempt to minimize the number of pages 

used by the guest page table. Therefore, we increase the clustering factor of the guest page table from 8 

to 512, such that the mappings of each group of 512 consecutive pages will condense into a single page 

instead of lying in multiple pages. Figure 5 indicates that increasing the clustering factor of the guest page 

table from 8 to 512 reduces the page walk latency (for a specific benchmark).  

Furthermore, when the host page table clusters contiguous translations in the same cache line, it can 

leverage locality at granularity of several pages. Assuming the host page table uses a clustering factor of 

8, when the guest page table is spread over many blocks of 8 pages, the host translations consume more 

cache lines. To minimize the working set of cache lines that hold host page table mappings, we should 

attempt to minimize the number of 8-page blocks used by the guest page table. Therefore, we increase 

the clustering factor of the guest page table even further, from 512 to 4096. Figure 5 shows that increasing 

the guest clustering factor even further to 4096 reduces the page walk latency. 

 

 

Figure 5: The walk latency of 2D hashed page table decreases as the guest clustering increases. 

 

To summarize: In virtualized setups, the hashed paging scheme is more efficient than radix paging, 

because it incurs a TLB miss penalty of only 3 (rather than 24) memory references, assuming no hash 

collisions. To further improve their performance, we find that 2D hashed page tables should also cluster 

guest PTEs in granularity of several pages. 

In the next section, we show that our newly proposed 2D hashed page tables reduce benchmark runtimes 

by 6%--32% as compared to the current x86-64 hardware (which employs PWCs that support 2D table 

walks). 

 

2.4 EVALUATION 

The results we provide in the next sections were collected using the same methodology for the same 

applications we used in our previous intermediate report [2]. This methodology and the runtime/energy 
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models are described in detail in Deliverable 4.3. We used memory-intensive workloads from three 

benchmark suites – SPEC CPU2006 [16], Graph500 [17,18], and GUPS [19,20] – to test and evaluate 

applications from different fields and use cases, e.g., optimization, text and image processing, databases, 

graph algorithms, etc. 

2.4.1 Radix Paging with PWCs Does Not Scale 

Perfect PWCs, which theoretically eliminate all misses, cut down bare-metal and virtualized page walks 

considerably, to one and three memory references per walk, respectively. But realistic PWCs have finite 

sizes that limit their performance. Our analysis shows that the gap between the performance of actual 

(x86-64) and ideal (infinite and always hit) PWCs can be significant in memory intensive workloads, as 

depicted in Figure 6 for the nine tested workloads. Figure 6 shows that PWC misses degrade the 

performance by up to 19% and 35% in bare-metal and virtualized setups, respectively. When focusing on 

Graph500 and GUPS, we see that the effectiveness of the PWCs monotonically drops due to (1) bigger 

memory footprints (compare benchmarks in the same suite) and (2) lower locality of reference (compare 

GUPS benchmarks to Graph500 benchmarks with similar/smaller size).  

 

 

Figure 6: Simulating perfect PWCs (infinite and always hit) as compared to actual PWCs. Clearly, memory intensive 

workloads could achieve notable improvement gains if all PWC misses were eliminated. 

 

Figure 6 further demonstrates that the gap between real and ideal PWCs is larger in the virtualized case, 

because 2D radix page walks are longer and harder to cache. We generalize this observation and 

qualitatively show that radix paging scales poorly as more layers of virtualization are added. Specifically, 

we prove that the page walk length (number of memory references required to obtain a translation) 

grows exponentially with the number of virtualization layers. For a nested setup with � virtualization 

layers and a page walk length of 
 in each layer, we show that the overall page walk length is �
 � 1� �
1. Consequently, the overall page walk length in a �-dimensional page table is 5� � 1 for radix paging, 

whereas it is 2� � 1  for hashed paging, assuming no hash collisions. Thus, 2D radix page walks are 

exponentially longer, and the effectiveness of the PWC drops as it struggles to cache these longer walks.  

The formula for the �-dimensional overall page walk length is proved by induction. The base case (� � 1) 

is trivial. The inductive step assumes (1) a �-dimensional nested virtualization hierarchy, denoted �, with 

an overall page walk length of 
� � �
 � 1� � 1, and (2) a host � with page walk length of 
� � 
. With 

this notation, our formula trivially stems from the following lemma.  

Lemma: If we host � on top of �, then the overall page walk length will become �
� � 1��
� � 1 � 1. 

Proof: Before hosting � on top of �, our induction hypothesis implies that a virtual memory reference by 

� induces 
� � 1physical memory references: 
�  for the table walk, plus one for the application data 

pointed to by the PTE at the end of the walk. Likewise, a virtual memory reference by � induces 
� � 1 

physical memory references. When hosting �'s nested hierarchy on top of �, each of the 
� � 1 guest 
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physical references must now be translated to host physical addresses, so we end up with 

�
� � 1��
� � 1 references to the physical memory, which includes the access to the application data 

at the end of the table walk. We thus subtract one memory reference from this result. 

2.4.2 Hashed Paging Performs Better 

Our two competing designs are hashed paging and radix paging with PWCs. The comparison between 

them is not ``fair,'' since the latter employs additional cache structures---the PWCs---skewing the odds in 

its favor2. Still, we find that hashed page tables perform better than radix tables for the workloads tested. 

(Recall that we focus on workloads that stress the TLB and PWCs; for workloads that experience few TLB 

and PWC misses, as do most SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks, hashed paging and radix paging perform 

similarly. In other words, hasing does not introduce adverse effects when TLB misses are low.) Figure 7 

depicts the runtime improvement achieved by using hashed paging rather than radix paging with PWCs. 

The Graph500 and GUPS benchmarks show larger improvement gains as the memory footprint grows, 

because the PWC efficiency degrades, while hashed page tables require the same number of memory 

references per walk. The figure also confirms that the improvement opportunity from using hashed page 

tables is greater in the virtualized case, since hashed paging is exponentially more efficient, as was 

discussed above.  

We now provide an in-depth analysis of hashed paging performance by comparing Figure 6 to Figure 7---

the differences are summarized in Figure 8. We see that, for the Graph500 and GUPS benchmarks, perfect 

PWCs reduce the runtime more than hashed page tables. The reason for this performance gap is the 

difference in the page walk length. Radix paging with perfect PWCs require 1 and 3 memory references 

per walk in bare-metal and virtualized setups, while hashed page tables exhibit hash collisions and thus 

require a few more, that is, 1.08 and 3.33 references on average. Our results confirm that reducing the 

hash table load factor and, hence, decreasing the hash collision rate closes the gap between the two 

designs.  

 

Figure 7: Normalized benchmark runtimes of hashed paging relative to radix paging with (real) PWCs. 

 

                                                        

2 Saving the chip area dedicated to PWCs is not a real advantage of hashed page tables since, according to Intel architects that we spoke 

with, this area is negligible. 
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Figure 8: The runtime reduction achieved when utilizing (1) ideal PWCs and (2) hashed paging, as compared to radix paging 

with realPWCs. The improvement provided by hashed paging is comparable to that of ideal PWCs. 

 

2.5 RELATED WORK 

2.5.1 Optimizing MMU Caches 

Several studies proposed optimizations to make MMU caches more efficient. Barr et al. [14] offered three 

new designs that, along with the existing designs by Intel and AMD, encompass the whole design space 

of MMU caches. They found that the optimal design is the ``unified translation cache'' with a modified 

insertion policy. This design caches entries from the different levels of the radix tree in the same structure, 

as AMD's page walk cache does. This makes it a flexible design, unlike Intel's Paging Structure Cache, which 

allocates a fixed portion of the cache to each tree level. But unified caches are not able to adapt well to 

workloads of varying sizes, because lower-levels PTEs, which have low reuse, may evict higher-levels PTEs, 

which show greater reuse. Therefore, the authors proposed the novel ``variable insertion-point LRU 

replacement policy,'' and showed that it performs better than the LRU algorithm. Their scheme favors 

higher-level PTEs by inserting entries from the second level into a recency position below the most 

recently used position. Employing this scheme raises the hit rates for the third and fourth level PTEs, but 

the hit rates for the second level remain very low, so page walks require two memory references on 

average. In other words, the proposed design still suffers from misses caused by the limited capacity of 

PWCs and is not able to close the performance gap to obtain the results of perfect PWCs or hashed page 

tables.  

Bhattacharjee et al. [15] suggested two techniques to improve the performance and coverage of MMU 

caches. The first modifies the operating system to allocate pages for the radix page table in a way that 

encourages coalescing, i.e., in a way that is likely to place the page table pages in consecutive physical 

addresses. Coalescing can save valuable PWC entries with modest hardware changes, by detecting 

coalescing pages and unifying the corresponding PTEs into a single PWC entry. The authors focused on 

coalescing page table data from the lowest level in the radix tree, and they showed that on average dozens 

of pages can be coalesced.  

The second technique proposed by Bhattacharjee et al. replaces the per-core PWCs with a single PWC 

with the same total capacity, which is shared between the cores. The shared PWC has higher access 

latency because it is a large structure that resides outside the core. But the authors proved that it yields 

higher hit rates that compensate for the longer access time and boost the performance of parallel and 

multiprogrammed workloads. The two techniques are orthogonal and, when applied together, achieve 

performance close to perfect PWCs. However, the study examined small to medium-sized applications, 

with memory footprints smaller than 8GB, so future studies will have to check that these results hold for 
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big memory workloads as well. Assessing the performance of the proposed methods for virtualized 

systems with 2D page walks was not included in the study and certainly deserves examination. 

2.5.2 Speculative Inverted Shadow Page Tables 

Ahn et al. [23] studied the hardware support for 2D page walks in x86 architectures. First, they suggested 

shrinking the nested page walk by using a linear page table in the nested dimension. This design cuts the 

2D page walk from 24 to 9 memory references, but is impractical for guests with 64-bit virtual address 

space, since linear page tables allocate a PTE for each page in the guest virtual space. Virtual machines 

with a 64-bit must use a hashed page table instead, because they can efficiently map addresses from a 

wide range to values in a fixed small range.  

The authors also introduced the ``speculative inverted shadow page table'' (SISPT) to reduce the cost of 

2D page walks. SISPT is a variant of shadow page tables and hashed page tables, which acts as a third-

level TLB that resides in the physical memory. When the hardware finds the translation in the SISPT, it 

obtains it with a single memory reference; otherwise, it invokes a page fault to be handled by the 

operating system. Not all translations are stored in the SISPT, so the guest and nested page tables are 

maintained to provide a complete memory mapping. Given the large size of the SISPT, it is shared between 

all virtual machines and the processes inside them. Synchronization between the SISPT and the full page 

table requires hypervisor intervention at context switches and other page table updates. This is the 

primary overhead associated with shadow paging (and with every software managed TLB). To eliminate 

the overhead of hypervisor interventions, the SISPT does not try to remain consistent with guest page 

table updates. On a TLB miss, the processor speculatively executes with the mapping found at the SISPT 

while simultaneously performing a full 2D walk. If the processor finds the speculated translation to be 

incorrect, the processor pipeline is flushed and the SISPT is updated. The SISPT mechanism presents a 

trade-off between decreased page walk latency and increased complexity of hardware (the added page 

walker and the speculative execution engine).  

Choosing which guest and nested page tables are used to keep the full mapping is independent of the 

SISPT design choice. The different alternatives have little effect on the overall performance, because the 

speculative walks hide most of the non-speculative walk latencies. But quick 2D page walks are still 

essential; without them, the core will be stalled waiting for the correct translation. Thus, our 2D hashed 

page tables may be used as the backing page tables to shorten the non-speculative page walks. 

2.5.3 Direct Segments 

Basu et al. [24] analyzed big-memory server workloads such as databases, in-memory caches, and graph 

analytics. They found that these workloads pay a high price for page-based virtual memory but often do 

not need the benefits that virtual memory offers: they rarely use swapping, allocate most of their memory 

on startup, and grant read-write permissions to nearly all their memory. The authors therefore suggested 

that such applications may benefit from using paging only in a small portion of their address space, while 

translating the rest of the address space via segmentation. Their idea, ̀ `direct segments,'' requires modest 

hardware and software changes. Each core is equipped with three registers, ����, ����� and ������, 

which map a large, contiguous portion of the process's virtual address space. The hardware translates the 

virtual addresses lying in the range �����, �����  to physical addresses by simply adding the constant 

������, without resorting to the TLB. The OS is responsible for allocating the required physical memory 

and setting these registers accordingly. While direct segments eliminate the majority of the TLB misses in 

big-memory workloads, they are less suitable for compute workloads with unpredictable memory usage 

and for environments where many processes execute for short periods.  

The authors also extended direct segments to reduce the address translation overhead in virtualized 

setups [25]. They offered three modes of operation: direct segments in the guest dimension (guest direct), 

in the host dimension (VMM direct), or in both (dual direct). The modes present different trade-offs 
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between performance and restrictions on other virtual memory features. The guest and the VMM modes 

achieve near bare-metal performance with modifications confined to the guest and the hypervisor, 

respectively, whereas the third mode achieves almost zero translation overhead. However, the dual direct 

mode requires changes in the guest and the hypervisor, and it provides limited support for memory 

overcommitment and sharing pages between virtual machines. The VMM mode allows swapping in the 

guest, whereas the guest mode supports page sharing and live migration of virtual machines. 

Fragmentation can prevent the creation of direct segments and can be removed via compaction. 

2.6 CONCLUSIONS 

Virtual memory offers many advantages and plays a vital role in computer systems, but it comes at the 

price of performance degradation. The commonly used x86-64 radix page tables require 4 and 24 memory 

references per walk in bare-metal and virtualized systems. Current radix designs attempt to hide these 

expensive accesses to the memory hierarchy with PWCs. But this approach is suboptimal, as emerging 

big-data workloads reference vast amounts of memory with low locality. In contrast, the number of 

required memory references along a hashed page walk does not depend on the application memory 

footprint or access locality. We show that carefully designing hashed page tables shrinks bare-metal and 

virtualized page walks to just above one and three memory reference per walk, respectively, without 

resorting to PWCs. The disadvantage of hashed page tables is that they make it more challenging to 

efficiently provide such functionalities as superpages and page sharing. 
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3 PHOTOVOLTAIC TECHNOLOGY FOR HARVESTING ENERGY 

3.1 Introduction  

An energy harvesting module is very important for a wireless monitoring system since the energy grid is 

not always available, especially in rural region. Nowadays wireless monitoring systems have an energy 

harvesting module integrated to give the flexibility to the system to be installed anywhere.  The 

deliverable D.4.5 reported the analysis of existing energy harvesting solution suitable for this project. A 

resume is reported here.  

Thermoelectric, Vibrational and Wireless Power transfer solution have been considered and excluded 

because key factors (e.g. thermo gradient or vibrations) were not sufficiently present in the selected 

environment. Hydro turbines and Methanol fuel cells were suitable but excluded due to the high 

realization and maintenance costs. Finally, Photovoltaic technology has preferred with respect turbine 

wind (and others) since the simulation of solar radiation in the selected test site revealed to be the most 

feasible.  

3.2 Energy Harvesting Components  

The proposed Energy harvesting system consist of 3 main modules:  

- Photovoltaic module: transform the solar radiation to electrical energy. 

- Battery manager module: the brain of the system to control and optimize stored energy levels. 

- Battery module: needed to store excess energy (when radiation produce more energy than 

needed) and to feed energy when radiation is not enough.  

 

Figure 9: Main components of the Energy harvesting system for the Camera board and the Radio platform. 

The previous estimation reported in D4.5 sized the Energy harvesting system with a wireless data 

throughput of 1Mbps (worst case for the 802.11b/g wireless communication). However, due to an un-

expectated hardware limitation (explained in D3.4), we found a reliable throughput of 50kbps. This issue 

affects the radio consumption since the module will be active for more time than expected (i.e. to perform 

data transmission). For this reason, energy harvesting component has been sized again. 

3.3 Energy Harvesting Estimation  

The first parameter of interest is the power of the load !" which is defined as the overall consumption 

required from the target system (i.e. camera board and radio) to perform its operation. We first focus the 

attention on the radio module.The total average power required to transmit the information is given by 

the sum of disjoined events (i.e. test cases). For each of these we considered the statistical number of 
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detection, and in addition a short videos of some seconds (i.e. spelling dubt).  We can describe this power 

consumption with the following formula: 

 

!#$# 	� �&'	!&' � �24� � �&'	!)�*+ 		,Wh
day2 					�3. 1 

 

where !&'  the power consumption of the radio module when transmitting, !)�*+ is the power 

consumption of the radio module when not used, while �&'is the overall time required to transmit all the 

information in one day and can be written as: 

 

�&' � 56�7�
8���9 �0.277<10=>�� 						�3. 2 

 

here, 8��� is the wireless data rate employed by the radio module in bps (i.e. bit per second), while 6�7� 

is described as:  

 

6�7� � ?�6�7�@*@AB � 6�7�C)�+$	�� 								�3. 3 

 

with N the number of detections (statistical data), 6�7�@*@AB is the size of an alarm, while 6�7�C)�+$ is 

computed as: 

 

6�7�C)�+$ � �C)�+$�6�7�@*@AB	E8����b 								�3. 4 

 

where �C)�+$	 is the video duration while E8���  the required frame rate. Now that we have all the 

ingredients, we can compute the power consumption required for a test case, for istance the congestion 

detection.  

The size of an alarm is considered to be 40kb, while for the spelling dubt a video of 20 second in duration 

and a frame rate of 8 fps (frame per second) is required. From eq. 4 we obtain a video size of 6.4Mb and 

an overall size of 322Mb from eq. 3. Then, Equation 2 shows that  �&'is strictly dependent on the wireless 

data rate �8���. In other words, the higher the rate the shorter is the time required to transfer such 

information size (6�7�.  

Since we currently found a limitation of 50kbps which impacts on the �&', we need to estimate again the 

sizing of solar panel and battery to ensure the correct operation of the energy harvesting module. �&'	is 

now 1.79h, instead of 0.09h previously estimated with 1Mbps rate. 

Finally, considering a !)�*+ � 0H  (i.e. radio powered off when not used), the total consumption only 

depends on the time �&' and the power spent when transmitting  !&' .	This latter has been measured in 

the appropriate deliverable D3.4, and in the worst case is 1.14W (i.e. when transmitting with the 

maximum power level). Equation 2 gives 2044 mWh/day. 

The same calculation is repeated for the other test cases and the results reported in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Calculation of the energy required by data transmission considering the most critical scenario for each traffic 

monitoring use case.  

Test cases 

(disjoint event) 

Statical number of 

detections  

(Worst Case) 

Consumption !#$#  

[mWh/day] 

Congestion detection  50 2044  

Wrong way vehicle detection  1 
159  

 

Cycle counting and cycle detection  10000 
3206  

 

Total consumption (sum) 5409  

Total average power for Wi-Fi Module Pmean = 
IJKJ
LM�  225 mW 

 

The total average power for the Wi-Fi Module is now 225 mW.  As shown in Table 3, this increases the 

power of the load at 0.73W (i.e. expected 0.501W). 

 

Table 3: Mean power consumption of the camera monitoring system. 

Device Description Pmin  Pmax Pmean 

Wi-Fi  

Radio 
2044 mWh/day 0W 1.14W 0.23W 

Camera 

Board 

159 mWh/day 

 
0.42W 0.8W 0.5W 

Power of the load: 

!" 
 0.42W 1.94W 0.73W 

 

 

3.3.1 Panel Sizing  

The procedure describing the sizing of the solar panel is reported in the following: 

 

Power of the load: !" � 0.73H 

Required energy in one day: N*$@� � 	O	24�	!" � 32.3 P�
�@Q 
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Where O is the correction factor equal to 1.84. This factor has been adopted as a safety margin in the 

calculation. Remember that the irradiation data used to size the system is extracted from the PVGIS 

database. Furthermore, this is necessary to compensate the power value from the variable weather 

conditions and other loss factors (e.g., dust, ice or snow on the photovoltaic panel surface, limited 

efficiency of the battery manager). 

Minimum nominal power of the photovoltaic module: !IRB)S � TUKVW
�XY

	� 17.18	HZ 

Since the previously selected panel provides a peak power of !IRB)S � 20	H[, the increment in power 

consumption has no effect on the panel size. Thus, previous sizing is adoptable. 

3.3.2 Battery Sizing  

Power of the load: !" � 0.73H	 
Days of autonomy: 7	��\�, �@]# � 168	�	
Total Energy required: N" � �@]#		!" � 123	H� 

Battery Voltage: _̀ @# � 12_	
Battery Capacity ( no loss ): aB)S � Tb

RcVJ
� 10.25	d� 

The discharge cut-off limit of the battery is at 40%, thus we consider this value as a corrective factor 

 ( losses ): O`@# � 40%Battery Capacity: a � aB)S �	O`@# 		aB)S � 14.35	d� 

The increment of power consumption impacts on the battery size reducing the days of autonomy to 5 

instead of 7. 

3.4 Selected Modules  

This section provides a short description of the selected items to achieve the installation. 

3.4.1 Photovoltaic Module ET Solar ET-M53620 

The ET-M53620WW photovoltaic module is a monocrystalline solar panel provided by  ETSolar. 

Monocrystalline differs from the other types since all solar cells are oriented in the same direction. This 

produces a greater energy when the solar light is perpendicular to it.  This solar panel provides a peak 

power of 20W.  Here an extract of the datasheet which reports the main parameters: 

 

Figure 10: Specification of the Photovoltaic module (extracted from datasheet). 
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3.4.2 Bluesolar Charge Controller MPPT 75/15 

The Bluesolar charge controller employs the Ultra-fast Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) 

technique to smartly optimize the energy store and available radiation. This system is able to increase 

the battery life-time and reduces the charge-time. It is also able to prevents faults of the load and 

battery damages in the case of battery low. 

 

 

Figure 11: Specification of the Battery manager module (extracted from product datasheet). 

3.4.3 GBN - Model A512/10 S 

The selected battery (GBN A512/10 S) is composed by a valve-regulated lead-acid. This type of battery 

differs from other since never needs watering (low maintenance). The Watering is an effect of H2O 

creation inside the battery which other types are affected. A brief datasheet extract is reported in Figure 

12. 

 

 

Figure 12: Specification of the selected Battery (extracted from product datasheet). 

 

3.5  Installation  

The electrical schema developed for the installation of the energy harvesting system is reported in Figure 

13. The energy received from the solar panel is provided to the battery manager (Charge CTRL) that 
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properly manage the energy distribution to the battery and the load (DC to USB port). Of course, in case 

of solar panel usage, the Orlando is no more powered from the Power Supply ( TXL 035-0512D). 

 

 

Figure 13: Electrical schema of the Energy Harvesting components (highlighted in red).  

 

The solar panel has installed on test site 2 and Figure 14 shows the achievements. An overall view of the 

solar panel is showed in the left, while the mechanical part on the right. The solar panel has been mounted 

above the variable message sign with a custom pole. This latter provides the possibility to adjust the panel 

angle.  
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Figure 14: Solar panel installation on test site 2. 

3.6 Results  

The energy harvesting system has been tested in the field to check the proper functionalities of the 

achievement. The voltage generated by the solar panel has been measured (20V peak) according to the 

datasheet. This preliminary verification allowed the tests performed on the overall system (i.e. in function 

with Orlando camera board and wireless radio) . These tests are not reported here for brevity since 

detailed in deliverable D4.3 

There are some improvements in energy consumption (i.e. increasing the energy autonomy of the ULP 

sensor) that can be achieved. The easiest, but least desirable one is to increase the battery capacity, 

meaning changing the battery for a larger one. The second option is to permanently set the baud rate of 

Nucleo – Radio module to the maximum value. This can increase the wireless throughput at 1Mbps and 

is currently under investigation. A third optiom is changing the current devices (Nucleo – Radio, not the 

antenna) at transmission side. We are currently experiencing that exploting the wireless module of a 

raspberry pi we are able to achieve a throughput that spans from 1Mbps to 54Mbps depending on the 

link quality. The possibility of saving energy with the variable data rate option is shown in D4.3.  

3.7 Conclusions 

As reported in this deliverable, the data transmission throughput is an important factor to determine the 

size of the battery (i.e. days of autonomy). The unexpected hardware issue we found reduced this 

throughput and consequently lowered the energy autonomy by 2 days. Obviously, this is a worst case 

estimation and the statement needs to be validated in the field. For instance, as demonstrated in D3.4, 

with the achieved installation on site 1 we were able to adjust the transmitted power to a lower level with 

a result of 23% less power consumption. As a consequence, also Equation 1 provides less energy to 

transmit data and thus increase the lifetime of the energy harvesting module. 
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